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Dynamic Epistemic Logics for Privacy
Topic. Online services such as e-admin, e-banking, etc. use complex decision processes (fed by forms) to calibrate
the offer (benefits) they make to each applicant. These decision processes require many personal data items, which
are subsequently processed and stored. Removing from users’ application forms the personal data items, which are
not strictly useful for its subsequent evaluation by a service provider, is imposed by privacy laws enacted worldwide,
and is useful for both service providers and users.
This project aims at reducing as much as possible the private information the applicant reveals. To fully understand
this problem, one needs to formalize the data collection process, the meaning of the expression strictly useful
information, what can be infer from the data collected, what kind of attacks can be led to obtain private information
about the applicant.
Goal. Modal logics have a wild range of applications: epistemic logics have been developed to model knowledge,
believes and reasoning; modal logics such as propositional dynamic logic and temporal logics are used to formalize
algorithms; deontic logics are used to formalise normative systems (e.g. laws, protocols).
Here, we aim at formalizing and implementing algorithms that reduce the data collected to the strict minimum
given a decision process. To formalize this problem, one needs to use modal logics - dynamic epistemic logics
among others - to describe the initial problem (data collection and decision procedure) and to understand what
is the real exposure, in terms of privacy, of the applicant during this procedure. In a second phase, to implement
algorithms, one need to use logical solvers (such as SMT solvers for instance) in addition to traditional programming
languages. One challenge of the project is to formalize situation involving statistical knowledge. Indeed there is
no existing logic allowing that. To do so, the candidate will need to develop a logic based on imprecise probabilities1 .
Possible research directions. The project involves both theoretic research - formalizing reasoning, privacy, algorithms and attacks with logics - and more practical research implementing the algorithms developed. However,
depending on the interests of the applicant, the project could have either a dominant theoretical part, or a dominant
applicative part.
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Imprecise probabilities allow to describe situation where one does not know the exact probability for an event to occur

Pr. Bengamin Nguyen is an expert on Privacy and Security in Information Management Systems and Applications.
More specifically, he studies anonymization techniques ; models to represent, quantify and enforce limited data
collection ; methods to enforce existing privacy models using secure hardware devices ; design and implementation of
large scale privacy-by-design personal information management applications (in general interdisciplinary research).
Dr. Sabine Frittella, associate professor at INSA Centre Val de Loire, is an expert in epistemic logics and their
applications. She is studying mathematical logic (algebraic semantics and relational semantics of modal logics),
proof theory, formalizing problems in privacy, marketing, social sciences with logic and developing new logics
when needed.
The logics for privacy project. Pr. Bengamin Nguyen and Dr. Sabine Frittella collaborate to understand and
formalize the limited data collection problem described above.

